
It is only now in my mid-twenties that I have fully

grasped the sheer inhumanity in transitioning out of 

the foster care system. Complete lack of preparation,

opportunity, unconditional love, or any form of support

is a cruel reality faced by many foster youth aging out 

of the foster care system.

Firsthand experience provides me with unique insight;

though I am the voice of one, many face similar chal-

lenges. Surviving foster care was a roller coaster. By the

time I was 15, I truly felt like an ‘other’ — too different

to fit in with any family. I first entered foster care at 11

months due to my biological mother’s drug addiction. 

By the age of nine, the system thought they had found

me a forever family, but even then I knew better. As the

judge finalized my adoption, he asked me if this was

what I wanted. As much as I wanted to say no, I nodded

my head and said yes. This “yes” solidified my sentencing

to years of abuse.

I found myself adopted by a woman who cared more

about the check than me. Physical abuse quickly became

part of the weekly routine. I was isolated to the attic, 

forbidden from touching the refrigerator, and quickly

‘Sixto’ was replaced by the ‘n-word.’ While everyone 

else who lived in the house went to private school, 

my adoptive mother made it clear that black people only

deserved to go to public school.

As a teenager, I began challenging the notion that I was

inferior. When my adoptive mother couldn’t physically

beat the resistance out of me, she would kick me out of

the house, believing it would be a more effective lesson. 
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I thought the storm was over, but it was only the begin-

ning of the next storm. I would experience several place-

ments, a disappointing reconnection to my biological family,

and the most painful experience of all, the death of my older

brother Tyson. The day he died two things happened: I

realized the American Dream is not guaranteed and my hope

for a family started to die. The only option left was to age

out of the system.

I looked around me and decided to take advantage of the

programs available to me. I was fortunate to be part of the

Jim Casey Youth Opportunities Initiative Opportunity

Passport Program where I learned to manage money. After

establishing good savings habits, I was able to put a deposit

on an apartment and buy a car. I channeled my anger and

pain into advocacy, and

system reform quickly

became my obsession. I

started to participate in

panels and conferences all

over the country, but I

wanted to do more. I want-

ed to be more than another

foster youth who shares

their story, hits 30 and then

is too old to be a youth par-

ticipant. I questioned what

other skill sets were being

developed besides sharing a story. I knew I wanted to have a

true impact but was starting to see that many organizations

only wanted surface level engagement. It was not until I 

was selected to be a part of the Clinton Global Initiative

University (CGIU) that I had the true opportunity to think

about my contribution differently. 

CGIU is a three day event where 1,000 students from

around the world gather to make commitments of action to

solve a problem. Mentors, training and about a million dollars

of funding are made available to students to help them solve

complex problems that range from developing lightweight

biodegradable plastic polymers for sustainable refugee housing,

to erasing famine in a developing country. I was inspired by

the action and results of many young people there. They didn’t

ask for permission, they just took action. It was then I realized

I had to stop waiting to be invited to the table and do the

work.  This was the moment that I mentally stepped away

from many of the boards and engagements that I was a part of,

and started my own journey toward analyzing specific levers

that can lead to substantial change. 
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The theme for FFTA’s 2017 conference was

“Harnessing the Winds of Change,” a reflection

of the ongoing changes occurring both in our

field and here at FFTA. Our goal for this confer-

ence was to offer the tools and skills needed to

“harness” these changes and continue to improve

the lives of the children and families we serve. At

last year’s conference, FFTA proudly announced

an expanded focus on family-based treatment in

addition to our continuing focus on Treatment

Foster Care.  This change reflects the belief our

members share that treatment within a family —

whether that family is a kin family, a foster family,

a bio family or an adoptive family — provides the

best opportunity for children and families to

thrive and succeed.

Our annual conference brings together leaders

and professionals from across North America to

share knowledge, inspire each other and network.

We are honored to provide a forum where we

can unite as professionals, serving hundreds of

thousands of children, adults and families, in a

shared mission of impacting the cycle of abuse,

neglect and trauma affecting those we serve.  

In this issue of FOCUS, we have assembled a

sampling of articles on some of the most popular

workshops from this year’s conference. We hope

these topics will expand on our goals for the con-

ference and extend the learning opportunities

beyond the actual four-day event. We strive to

place valuable resources directly in your hands —

bringing the forum of shared knowledge to the

space most convenient for you. 

In this edition, you will find articles from Katie

Miller of Alia, and Sixto Cancel of Think of Us who

seek to re-imagine the foster care system. These

authors will challenge you to think through your

own experiences with “the system” and consider

the concepts of service delivery. In keeping with

the theme of the conference, Jim Roberts of

Family Care Network, Inc. describes strategies to

lead your team through the changing tides ahead.
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From the beginning I knew that a workable solution would have to

empower the young person. One of the programs I learned about at

CGIU was Khan Academy, a free online academy with a wide vari-

ety of courses. Millions of students utilize this service to learn out-

side of school or to catch up to grade level. This was the first

example I saw where no matter how far behind or how advanced

you were, as a student you could take your learning into your own

hands. Foster youth require the same opportunities to acquire skills

normally learned within the safety net of a traditional family, and

that is where the idea of a platform for foster youth began. I started

to shop the idea around to everyone I knew. I leveraged the CGIU

network of CEOs and Executive Directors to get valuable feedback.

I leveraged the Silicon Valley way of thinking by researching and

learning all I could about human-centered design. More traditional

research methods helped me understand some unique learning

methodologies that could be applied to child welfare. 

The child welfare system was designed to mitigate risk, not to help

youth achieve well-being. Several reforms have moved the foster care

system to a better place, but the tools available to social workers do

not allow the system to make a full impact. Most engagements

between the system and youth consist of assessments, evaluations,
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Change is ubiquitous — the

shifting landscapes affect each

of your agencies, which are also

continuously changing. Each

year, recent graduates join your

staff. Are you struggling to inte-

grate these new employees into

your agencies? Betsy Patullo of

Arrow Child and Family

Ministries addresses some of

your concerns about the millen-

nial workforce. Along with this

focus on thought leadership, we

present practical clinical inter-

ventions discussed at the confer-

ence as well. Steve Parese, EdD,

of TACT-2 offers some strategies to

address self-defeating dynamics com-

mon in some children in foster care. 

This month, FFTA kicked off

“Webinar Wednesdays,” a

monthly members-only webinar

series designed to share content from

some of the conference workshops with a

broad audience. Through this series, you

will have access to impactful and tested

workshops from the convenience of your

office. Review our upcoming events at

www.ffta.org/webinars and be on the

look-out for email invitations to these

webinars. 

The continued exchange of new ideas

leads to improvements in our services to

children and families. In that spirit, I

encourage you to take a moment of your

day to exchange a comment or an idea

with one of the column’s authors.

Beverly Johnson, LCSW, is the Chief Program O=cer of

Lilliput Children’s Services. She is a member of the FFTA

Board of Directors and serves as the Chair of the FFTA

Editorial Committee.
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Golden State Family Services has two locations in central California with
over 200 children, 140 Resource Parents, and nearly 60 employees. As the
Executive Director and having worked in this field for 20-plus years, I have
been afforded the opportunity to attend many conferences. After review-
ing the agenda and workshops for this conference, I elected to send my
four top managers (and myself) to this amazing conference. We were not
disappointed. It was by far the best conference I have ever attended (and
my management team agrees).

We decided to each attend a different course so that we could meet
later, discuss the information, and determine whether and where we
needed to change and implement the new ideas. It was truly amazing to
network and collaborate with other agencies and learn about the current
trends in foster care. We loved that the topics were for administrative
and management employees as well as Resource Parents and our foster
children. The diversity of topics made a very balanced conference for all
aspects of an agency. 

We returned to California energized and excited to implement new
procedures and enhance our existing ones.

Thank you for the opportunity to attend! Kudos to the committee members
who worked tirelessly to bring us such an informative conference. 

Micki D. Prins, M.A.  |  Executive Director/CEO/Administrator
Golden State Family Services
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referrals and meetings. All of that information is

placed into a case management system, which is

simply a tool that is a part of the information cap-

ture process. These tools are designed to push peo-

ple through different pipelines and enforce the cul-

ture of compliance. But, what if these tools could

help human services workers make decisions? What

if these tools could standardize and promote best

practices as a result of using the tool? What if these

tools could promote the well-being of the client?

Many people will say that we need to have a better

case management system. They are not wrong, but

we at Think of Us prefer a different approach.

Smart phones came into existence because inven-

tors took a different approach. Instead of trying to invent a

better flip phone, they asked themselves how they might cre-

ate a device that connects the world more than ever. So I

have to ask, “Are we doing enough to create a better case

management system?” We must ask ourselves if current case

management systems are the right tools to enable us to help

people thrive and even prevent death. Earlier this year, I was

disturbed by a child’s death. Following a child abuse report, a

judge had authorized the removal of this child. The social

worker was unable to locate the home’s address within the sys-

tem, and it was a Friday. That Sunday, that child was abused

to death. Among the many factors to consider and review, I

question why the case man-

agement system failed to text

the address to that worker

along with notification that

the removal had been

approved. This is not compli-

cated technology. Uber sends

you a text the moment that

your ride is within two min-

utes of your location.

After much research, we

concluded that instead of

attempting to build a better

case management system, we

want to create software that

helps the client heal, develop

and thrive. At first, we faced

much skepticism, but soon the

White House and the federal

child welfare system wanted

to learn more. Suddenly, our

small nonprofit was planning the first ever White House

Foster Care and Technology Hackathon in partnership with

the White House and Administration of Children, Youth and

Families. The event resulted in the first technology regula-

tions update in 23 years, 7 million dollars of commitment,

and most importantly, amplified conversations around tech in

the hands of youth, foster parents and families. In less than

15 months, over 10 technology, data and design-thinking

events pushed the boundaries even further.

Technology cannot replace human ingenuity, so we seek

to leverage both tech and human intelligence. We are lever-

aging Artificial intelligence (AI) as the ultimate third-party

coach. Using AI, computer systems are able to perform tasks

that normally require human intelligence, such as decision-

making. It can help youth gain the information they need to

level the playing field. For example, the application can help

a user create a blueprint for self-sufficiency based on data

gathered from diverse sources in a particular community,

including the local foster care system, as well as data from

the world beyond. 

Let’s take the case of a user who makes $7.50 per hour

and needs to find housing. The initial goal might be to

move into a one bedroom, but AI might uncover that a

user’s peers within the community typically share housing

with two roommates who make at least $9 hour. It might

further advise that the typical food-service worker in the

community makes $9 an hour, and that the best opportuni-

ties to make this money might come from two part-time

jobs, rather than one full-time job. Machine learning and 

AI have the power to help a young person’s transition into

adulthood. This is why we are leveraging these advanced

forms of technology to create tools that aid youth in their

moment of need. 
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Our work ensures youth feel empowered and are being

coached to make critical life decisions that will affect their

lives after 18. We are doing this by creating a relevant space

that puts youth at the center of their journey, helping them

visualize their future through a streamlined planning process

while providing them with an automated way of accessing

services and resources to accomplish their goals. The real

secret sauce is that the platform is focused on tapping into

the power of human connection by making the needs of

youth visible to the people who care and want to help.

The Think of Us Platform empowers youth to build their

own support system by creating a personal advisory board

around them as they transition out of foster care and into

the workforce and/or post-secondary education. The plat-

form provides young people with videos, self-coaching

activities, and planning tools to help them identify and set

personal goals, while also providing a framework to

achieve the goals they set. Through this platform, young

adults gain the information and insights they need to over-

come everyday challenges, such as renting an apartment or

reconnecting with biological family. The app also connects

to the foster care system’s case management systems, as

well as other data systems, so that the foster care system

can be more efficient in providing the right resources, 

services and coaching.

Foster care systems across the country struggle with 

prioritizing permanency or preparation of youth aging out.

We believe in doing both at the same time. The activities,

tasks and obstacles faced by youth transitioning out of the

system present a pivotal opportunity for those of us who

care. We can help facilitate the building of family, such as

connections between youth and the people that they

choose to invite to their personal advisory board. I know

that today I am still most connected to the people who 

have been there to coach me through my transition.

Sixto Cancel is the Founder and CEO of Think of Us. He delivered the 

Opening Session Keynote at the FFTA 31st Annual Conference.
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